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Abstract. The paper presents mathematical models developed on the 
experimental studies whose purpose to determine the relationship between 
studied factors and changes occurring in the surface layer. Developed 
polynomials allowed to determine expected changes appearing under the 
influence of external forces in the surface layer of working elements as a 
kinematic pair with a conformal contact. Therefore, it is possible to control 
the operation process to minimize changes in the surface layer, so the 
structural features of kinematic pair stay unchanged in the entire period of 
work. 

1 Introduction 
1.1 Condition of the surface layer 
The surface layer is defined as the outer part of the material layer, which is characterized by 
a compound stereometric structure. Its condition meaningly determines the functional 
features of cooperating elements such as durability or reliability and affects the wear 
process due to tribological processes occurring in this layer which lead to wear and damage 
[1-4]. 

Functional qualities of machines are the function of the surface layer parameters which 
are the result of industrial processing and operation. Factors such as durability of machine 
elements and reliability of technical object should be possible to describe by means of 
characteristics of the surface layer kinematic pair elements involved in the friction process, 
including external factors. Then condition of the object can be assessed and occurrence can 
be predicted of damage. These assignments are the basis of technical diagnostics activities 
and they are diagnosing and forecasting, respectively. Their aim is to tasks functional 
qualities of machines and devices, by enabling the control of durability and reliability 
features [1, 5-8]. 

Properties of the surface layer condition are determined by a set of characteristics which 
can be describe by a physicochemical, stereometric and stereo-physicochemical parameters. 
The basic ones are parameters describing the stereometric structure of the surface called 
surface geometrical structure, which consists of surface irregularities caused by the 
machining and wear processes. Deployment of distinctive geometric surface structure 
elements gives it anisotropic or isotropic character. Surface roughness, directionality of 
machining marks, waviness and surface structure defects are assumed to be the basic group 
of parameters describing the geometric surface structure. Physicochemical parameters 
include the quantities described by structural, mechanical, physical, chemical, magnetic and 
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electrical features. Stereometric and physicochemical parameters include energy, surface 
tension, emissivity and reflection. These quantities specified for each parameter group, are 
relevant to operation process to a different quantities degree [2, 9-10].  

Considering the tribological characteristics of the elements of friction pairs, the crucial 
quantities describing the surface layer condition, among the stereometric parameters, are 
roughness and directionality, while for the physicochemical type of material these are 
structure, internal stresses and hardness [10-11]. 

Due to the changes occuring in the surface layer (most damages occurs here) of 
kinematic pairs and as a result of external forces, the mathematical models were developed 
which aim is to detremine these changes, predict and controll the course of wear process. 
Weight loss, changes in the linear dimensions and selected roughness parameters were 
assumed to be the measure of wear. The models were developed on the basis of 
experimental tests to be in which the input quantities were parameters denoting the surface 
geometrical structure and external forces described in the following parts. 

1.2 Transformation of the technological surface layer 
As a result of various external forces, the condition of the surface layer determined by a set 
of manufacturing features in all phases of the machine elements existance undergoes 
constant changes. In case of production, these external forces are kinematic, technological 
parameters and machining environment. The condition of the surface layer changes 
practically after each technological activity and this process defines the transformation of 
the technological surface layer. The end of the last technological process operation of the 
technological process is the stage of the changes where the surface layer condition 
determines functional features of the kinematic pair elements and the character becomes 
static [12-14]. 

Initial the operation of a technical object, that is, the beginning of external forces  
impact on the machine and its components causes transformation of the technological 
surface layer into the operation surface layer and the process of its transformation begins.  
As the numerous research shows [3, 4, 13, 15] course of transformation depends on 
characteristics of the technological surface layer, i.e. wear process. 

1.3 Operational surface layer 
Condition of the operational surface layer should be characterized by the ability to reduce 
the effects of the external forces [6, 16]. 

Wear elements of kinematic pairs are defined by the process of adverse changes in the 
properties of the surface layer. These changes arise from cooperating elements surfaces 
forming kinematic pairs and can be intensified by the workplace. Evaluation of the intensity 
values of wear is carried out by absolute or relative measures. Volume or mass of the 
material separated from the surface layer of the element or thickness of the deformed or 
separated part of the surface layer is a measure of wear. Whereas the relative measure of 
wear is its intensity, which is the reference of the volume, mass or linear loss to time, 
friction distance or friction operation. Constant value of intensity in time characterizes the 
process as stabilized but when the intensity is variable, the process is unstable. Thea im is 
to stabilize the wear processes course by shortening the period of run in of elements, extend 
of the stabilized operation and eliminate an increase in the wear intensity which leads to a 
rapid damage growth [6, 17, 18]. 

Types of tribological wear include: fatigue wear, abrasive wear, oxidation, whereas in 
the non-tribological wear include the effects of corrosive and erosive processes are 
assumed. Tribological wear is the result of cooperation of kinematic pair elements that rub 
each other. It is understood as the process of destroying and removing material from the 
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solids surface as the result of friction which reflects continuous changes of macro and 
micro-dimensions and the shape of friction elements [18, 19]. 

2 Methodologies  
The aim of the studies was to develop mathematical models based on the results of 
experimental tests, which allowed to determine the relationship between the studied factors 
and changes occurring in the surface layer. 

Specimens made of 102Cr6 steel and a counter-specimen made of X210Cr12 steel were 
used for the tests. Specimens were tested on a designed triblogical stand, made at the 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the University of Science and Technology in 
Bydgoszcz. 

Selected values describing the surface geometrical structure (selected roughness 
parameters and angles of cooperation resulting from structure directivity), external forces 
(variable load values and relative velocity) and the qualification status of the specimens 
material were assumed as a set of input factors. The direct parameters characterizing the 
process of wear were assumed as output factors, i.e. the mass (Δm) and linear (Δl) losses 
and quantities describing the surface geometrical structure changes for which the following 
roughness parameters were selected: amplitude parameters Rq, Rt and the parameter 
characterizing load capacity curve Rpk. 

Rq parameter (RMS roughness - root mean square profile) is associated with a 
commonly used Ra parameter (roughness average - arithmetic mean of the profile) in 
industrial practice and it constitues its square deviation which is the equivalent of standard 
deviation σ of this parameter used in statistics. Therefore, from the cognitive point a better 
view is Rq parameter for studies. Paramters Rt (maximum height of the profile) and Rpk 
(reduced peak height of the profile) were chosen because of their usefulness in the 
characteristic of surface changes in the initial period of cooperation. Parameters were 
selected on the basis of an analysis of the research problem. 

The following hardnesses of the specimens H: 30, 40, 50 ± 2 HRC and for the counter-
specimen 60 ± 2 HRC were used for the tests. As a result changes concerned mainly the 
surface layer of the specimens. L-AN68 machine oil was used as a lubricant for working 
samples. Cooperation of the samples was carried out with the following values of operation 
quantities:  
• average speed of relative motion (v) was 1,8; 4,2 i 8,4 m/min, which was respectively 

equivalent: 0,03; 0,07 and 0,14 m/s, 
• normal loads of cooperating surfaces (F) was: 300, 450 i 600 N, which corresponded to 

theoretical pressure in contact zone, respectively: 1; 1,5 i 2MPa. 
Measures of changes in the surface layer were done for the following values of angles 

cooperation (α) resulting from association of structure directivity trace on samples and 
counter-sample:  0º, 30º, 45º, 60º, 90º and on the following friction roads: (L): 100, 200, 
300, 400, 500 i 600m.  

On the basis of analysis of the carried out tests, the literature information that refers to 
mechanism of wear has been confirmed, i.e. the most intense changes are always observed 
at the beginning of the cooperation and after this period stabilization follows. It was also 
shown that the angle beetween characteristic directionality of the related surfaces affects 
surface layer changes and the biggest modifications are noticed for angle α = 0º and the 
smallest for angle α = 90º. The characteristic of the discussed changes were demonstrated 
for each of the examined quantity (m, l, Rq) accepted for a description of changes in the 
surface layer condition. 

The impact on external forces of the surface layer condition changes was confirmed as 
well. 
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3 Mathematical models of changes in the surface layer  
The experimental studies show a small influence of relative velocity (v) therefore, this 
factor was not included in the developed mathematical models, hence, the model will be a 
function of four independent variables: α, F, H, L. Three mathematical models were 
accepted for the analysis. The most accurate choice was based on a statistical analysis and 
comparison. These models are a function of four variables and are based on a linear 
function, a linear function with interactions and a quadratic function. 

Factors of regression equations were estimated in the assumed form in order to 
determine set the dependence of the examined quantities for the accepted input factors. On 
the basis of t-Student's statistics (α = 0,005) and including only significant factors, the 
models assumed the following form: 

kHm 014944,0887,6            1) 

kj HFl 000242,0000013,0558,9         (2) 

nkji LHFRq 000806,0006314,000074,0001752,0494,1     (3) 

nkji LHFRt 003673,0013157,0002999,0011064,0193,9     (4) 

nkji LHFRpk 000678,0007857,0000399,0001653,003,1     (5) 

Then the patterns were expanded for subsequent models and on the basis of t-Student’s 
statistics only statistically significant factors were included: 

1. Model of linear function with interactions: 

kHm 310743,14897,6           (6) 

jii Fl  63 1017,010345,0564,9          (7) 

nknj
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2. Model of quadratic function: 
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jik FHl 93 1045,42510174548,2511,9         (12) 
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The estimated empirical models reflect changes registered in experimental studies. For 
the received and statistically developed mathematical models the following statistical 
calculations and analysis of variance were determined: the coefficient of multiple 
correlation (R), standard error of the regression (s) the Fisher–Snedecor distribution (F) – 
regression for the significance level of the test α = 0,005 and 95% quantile of the F-
Snedecor distribution (Ftab.). Table 1 summarizes the statistics of regression and analysis of 
variance for the accepted models. 

Table 1. Results of statistical calculations and analysis of variance. 
 
 R S F Ftab. F/Ftab. 

The results of statistical calculations for the linear function 
∆m 0,8678 0,0704 236,432 2,40 98,513 
∆l 0,2558 0,0105 5,424 2,40 2,26 
∆Rq 0,8655 0,1161 231,386 2,40 96,411 
∆Rt 0,7906 0,6967 129,192 2,40 53,83 
∆Rpk 0,8792 0,0903 263,905 2,40 109,96 

The results of statistical calculations for the linear function with interactions 
∆m 0,8679 0,0711 92,797 1,86 49,891 
∆l 0,307 0,0105 3,162 1,86 1,7 
∆Rq 0,8935 0,1051 120,363 1,86 64,711 
∆Rt 0,8174 0,6618 61,224 1,86 32,916 
∆Rpk 0,9058 0,0811 139,013 1,86 74,738 

The results of statistical calculations for the quadratic function 
∆m 0,9987 0,0074 8004,166 1,72 4653,585 
∆l 0,3461 0,0104 2,917 1,72 1,696 
∆Rq 0,9677 0,0594 316,178 1,72 183,824 
∆Rt 0,9057 0,4902 97,858 1,72 56,894 
∆Rpk 0,9698 0,047 338,687 1,72 196,911 

Large values of F/Ftab. ratio indicate that the models are significant and consistent for 
factors: ∆m, ∆Rq, ∆Rt i ∆Rpk, whereas for ∆l, they are only significant. Comparison of the 
results analysis of statistical calculation (the coefficient of multiple correlation R leads to 
the conclusion that, among the analyzed types of equations for description of changes 
occurring in the kinematic pair, the models in the form of second degree polynomials 
should be accepted. 
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Figure 1 shows a comparison of the theoretical course determined by the mathematical 
model as a second degree polynomial with values obtained from measurements in the 
example of ∆Rq parameter. On the basis of this comparison it can be concluded that the 
estimated polynomials reflect very well changes found in empirical studies. 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of the theoretical course with values obtained from the measurements. 

The presented results of theoretical analyzes concerning the relationship between the 
parameters describing changes in the surface layer and factors accepted as a set of input 
quantities, enable selection of the surface layer features for which the surface layer will be 
characterized by the expected functional qualities. 

4 Summary 

Statistical analysis of the correlation has shown the interdependence of the studied factors. 
Presented mathematical models have described the relations between tested external forces 
and changes in the surface layer and they can be used in forecasting the wear process of 
kinematic pairs with a conformal contact and also at the stage of designing (with 
tribological criteria) the technological process of the kinematic pair elements, including the 
directivity of the geometric surface structure. Especially important may be models 
concerning changes in the volume accepted as a measure of direct wear, i.e. changes in the 
linear dimension and weight loss, becouse modifications of these values below permitted 
limits lead to the component damage. Models that refer to changes of parameters describing 
the geometric surface structure can complete the information on conditions of the 
cooperating friction pairs elements. 
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